
Jenny Montgomery: This Will Be A Grand Adventure  
“Nearly every American hungers to move.”  John Steinbeck 

This Will Be a Grand Adventure, the newest series by photographer Jenny Montgomery, 
turns the lens towards the Great American West, both the majestic vistas that have 
captured our popular imagination throughout American history and the interruption of 
21st Century with its technological trappings and environmental concerns.

The great Western road trip has achieved mythical status in American culture and 
countless artists, writers and filmmakers, including Mark Twain and John Steinbeck, 
captured their individual experiences searching for the authentic America. Over the 
course of many weeks in the Fall of 2015, Montgomery herself traveled the West on a 
road trip that carried her from San Francisco to New Mexico. In her work, we see Ansel 
Adam’s majestic views, punctured by selfie sticks and solar panels.  Unexpected vantage 
points of suburbia call to mind William Eggleston’s photographs, but Cold War anxieties 
have been replaced with memories of the recent Great Recession.  

While also indebted to photographers like Stephen Shore, Martin Parr, Garry Winogrand 
and Alec Soth, Montgomery introduces a fresh perspective that situates the the viewer 
firmly in the present day.  Her photographs create a narrative that meshes the 
spectacular landscape with overlooked moments and ordinary occurrences that would 
normally go unnoticed.  As tourists race from one Instagram-worthy photo spot to the 
next, Montgomery slows downs and find unexpected beauty in construction rubble that 
echoes the forms of plateaus looming in the distance.  Montgomery’s photographs 
directly call to mind the famous images of the West that have become engrained in our 
popular consciousness but she confronts us with the particular changes and 
manifestations of our time.

This Will Be a Great Adventure follows Jenny Montgomery’s recent series which also 
explore unique places and overlooked moments including Cash For Gold (MMXIV) set in 
Atlantic City and Untitled (Sunset Park) (MMXII-Present) set in Montgomery’s own 
neighborhood of Sunset Park, Brooklyn.  To view more of Jenny Montgomery’s work, 
please go to: http://jennymontgomery.com/
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For sales inquiries or questions regarding this exhibition, please contact 
ARISOHN + MURPHY at hello@arisohnandmurphy.com
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